DON’T GET LEFT BEHIND...
Reinforce your knowledge with in-depth, hands on ICD-10 & OASIS training

You asked for ICD-10 education post-implementation and we listened. Selecting appropriate codes and the most accurate OASIS responses are the keys to ensuring proper reimbursement and avoiding auditor scrutiny. DecisionHealth’s Ultimate Coding & OASIS Training Series is designed to train coding and clinical staff to do just that.

- JACKSONVILLE, FL (Feb. 8-11)
- NEW ORLEANS, LA (Feb. 22-25)
- D.C. METRO (Mar. 7-10)
- DALLAS, TX (Mar. 21-24)
- CHICAGO, IL (Apr. 18-21)
- PHILADELPHIA, PA (May 23-26)

Don’t risk your agency’s revenue and productivity — join us in a city near you!

Register at www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1 today!
Course Schedule

Day 1 | Day 2 | Day 3 | Day 4
--- | --- | --- | ---
OASIS 8 a.m. – 5 p.m. | ICD-10 Boot Camp 8 a.m. – 4 p.m. | ICD-10 Boot Camp 8:30 a.m. – 4 p.m. | HCS-D and HCS-O certification exams*
Study session for HCS-D ICD-10 exam only 4:15 – 5:45 p.m.

*Attendees can only sit for one of these exams onsite.

Featured Speakers:

**Judy Adams**, RN, BSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C, AHIMA Approved ICD-10 Trainer
President, Adams Home Care Consulting

**Ann Rambusch**, RN, MSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C, AHIMA Approved ICD-10-CM Trainer
President, Rambusch3 Consulting

**Lisa Selman-Holman**, JD, BSN, RN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C, AHIMA Approved ICD-10-CM/PCS Trainer
Owner, Selman-Holman & Associates, LLC and CoDR – Coding Done Right, and the Chair of the Board of Medical Specialty Coding and Compliance (BMSC)

**Tricia Twombly**, RN, BSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C, CHCE, AHIMA Approved ICD-10-CM Trainer
Senior Director, DecisionHealth & CEO of the Board of Medical Specialty Coding & Compliance (BMSC)

**Brandi Whitemyer**, RN, COS-C, HCS-D, HCS-O, AHIMA-Approved ICD-10-CM Trainer
Product Specialist, DecisionHealth

“Speakers were very informative and provided detailed information that we need when it comes to ICD-10.”

— Hazel Vallejo, Quality Assistant RN, New Century Home Health Care, past Boot Camp attendee
Featured Speakers:

- **Judy Adams**, RN, BSN, HCS-O, HCS-C, COS-C, AHIMA-Approved ICD-10-Trainer, President, Adama Home Care Consulting

- **Lisa Selman-Holman, JD, BSN, RN, HCS-O, HCS-C, COS-C**, AHIMA-Approved ICD-10-TRAINER, Owner, Selman-Holman & Associates, LLC and CoDR – Coding Zone Right, and the Chair of the Board of Medical Specialty Coding and Compliance (MSMC)

- **Tricia Twombly, RN, BSN, HCS-O, HCS-C, COS-C, CHCE, AHIMA-Approved ICD-10-TRAINER, Senior Director, DecisionHealth (BMSC)**

- **Brandi Whitmoyer, RN, COS-C, HCS-O, HCS-C, AHIMA-Approved ICD-10-TRAINER, Product Specialist, DecisionHealth**

---

**ICD-10-Coder’s Boot Camp**

**Offered in all cities**

**Duration:** 2 days

Speaker: Lisa Selman-Holman (Jacksonville and D.C. Metro) and Brandi Whitmoyer (Chicago, Judy Adams (Philadelphia) and Ann Rambusch (New Orleans and Dallas)

Audience: Coders, supervision staffs, and supervisors of coders and clericians who will be implementing ICD-10 coding changes.

**CEUs:** 12 HCS-D, 2 HCS-O, 12 Nursing CEUs

Learn how to manage the most common home health diagnosis in ICD-10. Along the way, you’ll get a look at the specific requirements for coding certain oiaissos and practice finding the correct ICD-10 code for common home health diagnosis statements. The training will cover:

- Fractures, including traumatic and pathological fractures.
- V to Z codes: V code to indicate afflictions will be eliminated in ICD-10, and as a result, the fifth way is coded in home health will change, too.
- Wounds, including pressure ulcers, infected and non-healing surgical wounds, stasis ulcers and traumatic wounds.
- Diabetics: Learn how to choose the right code from among five code categories instead of the two code categories (DR and DRG) you use in ICD-9. Also, review the differences in coding diabetes manifestations in ICD-10.
- Cardiovascular, including hypertension, heart failure, and COPD versus cardiovascular coalescence for example.
- CVA & late effects: Learn how to apply the ICH character to indicate sequelae, as well as how to code dementia or, non-dominant.
- Neoplasms & Injuries, including surgical injuries for neoplasms and the key changes in coding anemia associated with malignancy, and anemia resulting from chemotherapy, immunotherapy and radiation therapy.
- GI/GI, including how to report kidney disease (CKD), colitis and obstructions.
- Pressure and avascular: Learn how to report these diagnoses in ICD-10 when it will no longer be required to use the external cause code (E079 - 926) — comparable to the E codes in the current set.

**Required Material:**

- 2016 ICD-10 Coding Manual
- 2017 OASIS Data Set

Register at www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1 today!
Registration:

Yes! Sign me up for the Ultimate Coding & OASIS Training Series!

**FIRST**

Select your city

- □ Jacksonville, FL (Feb. 8-11)
- □ New Orleans, LA (Feb. 22-25)
- □ D.C. Metro (Mar. 7-10)
- □ Dallas, TX (Mar. 21-24)
- □ Chicago, IL (Apr. 18-21)
- □ Philadelphia, PA (May 23-26)

**THEN**

Select your program

- OASIS Training $499
- ICD-10 Coder’s Boot Camp $799
- OASIS Training + ICD-10 Coder’s Boot Camp $999 (Save $299!)

HCS-D ICD-10 Certification Exam (All cities) $299
HCS-O Certification Exam (All cities) $299
Complete Home Health ICD-10-CM Diagnosis Coding Manual, 2016* $188.10
Save 10%!
Home Health Coding Center, Professional Access $539.10
Save 10%!

*Shipping and handling: $12.95 first item & $6 each add’l item

**Total:**

---

**Multiple attendee discounts**

To register multiple attendees, call toll-free 1-855-885-0192.

**Questions?**

Call our conference coordinator at 1-855-CALL-DH1 or email conf@decisionhealth.com.

**Important**

Information regarding the conference will be sent to registered participants via email. Please provide an email address for each attendee.

---

**Name:** ____________________________________________

**Title:** ____________________________________________

**Company:** ____________________________________________

**Address:** ____________________________________________

**City/State/ZIP:** ____________________________________________

**Phone:** ____________________________

**Fax:** ____________________________

**Email:** ____________________________________________

**Check enclosed for $ ____________. Make payable to: DecisionHealth (TIN: 26-3622553)**

**Charge $ ____________ to my:**

- □ VISA
- □ MASTERCARD
- □ DISCOVER
- □ AMERICAN EXPRESS

**Card #: ____________________________ **

**Exp. Date:** ____________________________

**Signature:** ____________________________________________

---

Mail completed registration form to:

DecisionHealth – C1540 | 9737 Washingtonian Blvd., Suite 200 | Gaithersburg, MD 20878-7364